CNC CUT T I N G R EQ UI R EMEN TS

Please ensure all cut-ﬁles for CNC router cutting is supplied in line with these speciﬁcations.
Clear Design cannot accept responsibility for cutting errors or late deliveries where the
cut-ﬁle has been supplied incorrectly.

FILE FORMATS
Files can be provided in the following formats: Preferably a 2D polylined
proﬁle in DXF format / Adobe Illustrator version CS3 or below / CorelDRAW X7
or below.
FONTS
We require artwork to have all fonts created to outlines.

SOFTWARE
If you do not have access to software for drawing your parts, we have an
inhouse design team that would be able to draw your parts for you.
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FAQ’ S
Q

What is the difference between CNC Router cutting and Laser cutting?

A

CNC Routering uses a high-speed rotating cutting bit to cut through
the material. CNC Routering is best for thicker materials and can cut at
multiple depths to create 3D parts. The bits used has a radius which cuts
a broader line than a what a Laser cutter can. CNC routering is less
appropriate for ﬁne detail cutting. The cut edges are clean and ready for
any bonding application.
Laser cutting uses a focused beam of light to cut a narrow line through
the material along a pre-programmed path. The cut width is very
narrow, allowing for far more detail than CNC routing. Laser cutting
is limited to 2D cuts and is not meant to cut multiple depths out of a
single part. When cutting acrylic, the edges are left with a high-quality
glossy ﬁnish.

Q

What design ﬁles can you work with?

A

We prefer .DXF , .DWG , Adobe Illustrator (.AI) or Corel Draw (.cdr).
Please convert any letter fonts you wish to have cut to vector paths.

Q

Do you only CNC Router cut acrylic?

A

No, we router cut a wide variety of materials for example: PETG,
MDF, Plywood, Forescolour Poly Propylene, Komaprint, Foamalite,
Aluminium, Brass and various engineering plastics.

Q

What is the thickest acrylic that your CNC Router can cut?

A

We cut any thickness up to 40mm.
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